Vinos Nuevos
White Wine - Spain
DONZELLA, XAREL.LO, CELLERS DE CAN SURIOL,
PENEDES, CATALUNYA

A young wine with a very aromatic and tasty
intensity. The palate is silky with a full mouth feel,
not too sweet but with the right persistence.

P395 / P1975

LEIRANA, ALBARIÑO, RIAS BAIXAS, GALICIA

Very clean, bright, straw yellow color. Fresh aromas
of white fruit, citrus and passion fruit, herbs,
balsam, aniseed, salty and mineral remembrance
nose. Palate is savoury and fresh with notes of
peach, apple, lime, fresh hay, mineral undertones.
Precise acidity, a long yet subtle finish.

P2795

Rose Wine - France
MESCLADIS, SYRAH, CINSAULT, AOC COTEAUX DU
LANGUEDOC, LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON

Vibrant pink color that is rich in fruits such as
raspberries and strawberries. Dry and fine on the
palate with a refreshing finish.

P2075

Red Wine - Spain
AZIMUT NEGRE, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, CINSAULT,
PENEDES, CATALUNYA

Tempranillo and garnacha dominate the blend that
is powerful but soft. It has a deep concentration of
fruit but has a subtle savory note to keep it from
seeming too ripe. The wine is fuller in body and
lower in acid.

P295 / P1395

DEHESA GAGO, TEMPRANILLO, TELMO RODRIGUEZ, TORO

Tremendous fruit concentration, ripeness, acidity,
tannins and structure. A pure wine that eschews
oak and showcases fruit.

P1995

Organic
Made from organic grapes without synthetic pesticides, additives or
artificial sulfites.

Natural
Grapes are hand picked and destemmed and not be subjected to any
machine pumping; unfiltered and fermented with only naturally
occuring yeast.

Biodynamic Wines
The vineyard is an entire ecosystem with astrological influences and
lunar cycles. No common wine manipulation such as yeast additions
or acidity adjustments.

inclusive of vat, subject to 10% service charge

Wines by the Glass
Red Wine

White Wine

Hito Tinto, Tempranillo, Ribera Del Duero, Spain

P395

Vinas Del Vero, Chardonnay, Somontano, Spain

P290

Vina Pomal Reserva, Tempranillo, Rioja, Spain

P400

Martin Codax, Albariño, Galicia, Spain

P350

Al Muvedre, Monastrell, Alicante, Spain

P395

El Perro Verde, Verdejo, Rueda, Spain

P395

Vinas Del Vero Luces, Tempranillo, Syrah, Cabernet
Sauvignon, Somontano, Spain

P325

Donzella, Xarel.Lo, Penedes, Catalunya, Spain

P395

Azimut Negre, Tempranillo, Garnacha, Cinsault,
Penedes, Catalunya, Spain

P295

Dogpoint, Sauvignon Blanc, Marlborough,
New Zealand

P425

Les Alcusses, Monastrell, Garnacha Tintorera,
Cabernet Sauvignon, Syrah, Valencia, Spain

P470

Rose Wine
Hito Rosado, Tinta Fino, Ribera Del Duero, Spain

Sparkling Wine
P375

Codorníu Clasico Seco, Bodega Cordorníu, Penedes,
Spain

P395

Bubbles
SPAIN ANNA DE CODORNÍU, BLANC DE BLANCS, BRUT RESERVA

Fruity, toasty, and earthy aromas of ripe lemons,
roasted turnips, and mocha with a brisk finish with
earthy, cottony tannins.

P1795

VILARNAU BRUT NATURE, MACABEO, XARELLO,
CHARDONNAY, CAVA

Intense floral and fruity aromas with a balanced and
smooth palate with a fruity sensation having notes
of fennel.

P1650

CODORNÍU CLASICO SECO, BODEGA CORDORNÍU, PENEDES
Fresh pear, biscuit and citrus aromas.
Creamy apricot flavour with a soft toasty finish.
Medium-bodied with a refreshing touch of citrus.

P395 / P1450

VILARNAU BRUT ROSADO, TREPAT, PINOT NOIR, CAVA

With its aroma of tropical fruit with hints of
strawberry it has a smooth, fresh, and creamy fruit
notes.

P1650

GRAMONA IMPERIAL BRUT, XAREL-LO, MACABEU,
CHARDONNAY GRAN RESERVA, CATALUNYA

Notes of freshly baked bread and subtle citrus peel
aromas. Dried nuts. Subtle toast and yeast notes
with buttery aromas. Velvet-like bubbles. Refreshing
finish.

P3350

Champagne
FRANCE AYALA, BRUT MAJEUR

Pale gold in colour with a very fine mousse, the wine
is aromatic on the nose. On the palate, it is well
balanced and shows great finesse and complexity.

P4600

inclusive of vat, subject to 10% service charge

MOET & CHANDON, BRUT IMPERIAL

The vibrant intensity of green apple and citrus fruit,
freshness of mineral nuances and white flowers
with elegance of blond notes (brioche, cereal, nuts).

P4950

Rose Wines
SPAIN COLOMBELLE ROSE, MERLOT, TANNAT,
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Ruby colour with slight violet overtones. Intense nose
of fresh berries, with hints of exotic fruits. Smooth
and refreshing on the palate. Harmoniously and fruity
finish.

P1150

BERONIA ROSE, TEMPRANILLO, RIOJA

Intense pink colour, touches of shell, fresh and fruity
in the mouth.

P1050

HITO ROSADO, TINTO FINO, RIBERA DE DUERO

Its nose is intense and clean with the first impression
being ripe red fruits, strawberry and raspberry, which
evolves later into more floral, complex notes. The feel
in the mouth is fresh and silky.

P375 / P1695

AUSTRALIA M. CHAPOUTIER - DOMAINE TOURNON, MATHILDA ROSE,
GARNACHA, VICTORIA

Pale salmon in color, with bright red fruits, grenadine
aromas, and delicate peach notes. A frank attack
on the palate, with refreshing acidity and crisp
minerality.

P1995

White Wines
RIOJA,
SPAIN

BERONIA RUEDA, VERDEJO

Aromatic hints of fennel, white flowers, fresh grass
and stone fruits. Dry, savory palate with greedy
entry and long distance, balanced acidity and bitter.

P1650

GALICIA, PACO Y LOLA, ALBARIÑO, RÍAS BAIXAS
SPAIN Aromas of fresh herbs and fine hints of green apples.
Citric, with crisp floral notes on the finish. Light
acidity gives it freshness with excellent mouthfeel.

P1835

RUEDA,
SPAIN

EL PERRO VERDE, VERDEJO

Medium-high intensity with fruity touches. Fresh
entry with good acidity offers notes of lemon,
pineapple, apple, and citrus.

P395 / P1675

CATALUNYA, L’EQUILIBRISTA, CA N’ESTRUC, XAREL.LO
Fresh green apple, and pear aroma with slight notes
SPAIN
of peach, banana, and a pleasant sweet and floral
sensation that touches the palate.

P1995

PAZO DE SENORANS, ALBARIÑO, RÍAS BAIXAS

VIÑAS DE ANNA CODORNÍU, CHARDONNAY

P1995

P1550

Delicately floral on the nose with hints of lemon
and pear. This opens up on the palate to reveal a
complex, mineral-driven white with a long finish.

MARTIN CODAX, ALBARIÑO

Fresh and good balanced medium intensity with
ripe citrus, tangerine, and floral notes.

P350 / P1525

An intense mouthfeel, notes of ripe, tropical fruit
and a fresh zesty finish that creates an overall
rounded experience.

SOMONTANO, VIÑAS DEL VERO GEWÜRZTRAMINER, GONZALEZ BYASS
Aroma is slightly dusty, hints of talcum powder,
SPAIN

sweet oriental owers. Sensual, silky on the palate,
with hint of spice.

P1695

VIÑAS DEL VERO CHARDONNAY, SOMONTANO

Aromas of tropical and citrus fruits along with
floral and herby hints. Dense and rich on the palate
leaving fruity flavors.

P290 / P975

inclusive of vat, subject to 10% service charge

White Wines
DOGPOINT, SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH
NEW
ZEALAND Having a juicy and vibrant palate of pure citrus

FRANCE COLOMBELLE BLANC, COLOMBARD, UGNI BLANC, LISTAN

flavors leaving a refreshing finish with a balanced
acidity comes with a citrus aroma with lemon and
grapefruit.

Fresh and intense aromas, with floral and exotic
fruit notes. Round on the palate, with of ripe fruit,
pineapple and white peach, giving a smooth and
tasty balance.

VILLA MARIA, SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH

CAMAS CHARDONNAY, LANGUEDOC-ROUSSILLON

P2150

P1150

P425 / P2350

P1150

An intense and crispy sauvignon blanc dominated
by passion fruits and citrus notes to appreciate with
seafood dishes or poultry.

GREYWACKE, SAUVIGNON BLANC, MARLBOROUGH

This wine has a beautiful scent. Flavours of apple,
melon and perfect acidity for a beautiful finish.

A delicate, well-balanced wine. Bright golden
appearance with a very floral nose. On the palate,
the wines show flavours of grapefruit and pineapple.

PORTUGAL VINHO VERDE MICA, AZAL, LOUREIRA, TRAJADURA

Clean and youthful, medium intensity aromas of
bananas, green apples, fresh apricots, lime peel and
honeysuckle with a medium finish.

P1950

SONS OF EDEN, FREYA, RIESLING, EDEN VALLEY

Lemon zest and citrus, fine crisp acidity and a
classic steely finish.

P2100

P1700

AUSTRALIA THE VIOLINIST, VERDELHO, MOLLYDOOKER WINES,
MCLAREN VALE

Fresh elegant nose of honeysuckle, pineapple and
citrus fruits, with a rich and generous palate, and
good underlying acidity.

ASTROLABE, PINOT GRIS, MARLBOROUGH

Light straw color. Pear and quince, light peach and
citrus rind and a whiff of cardamom and nougat.
Pure, focused wine with a delicacy of structure,
finishing crisp and dry. Stonefruit and pear flavors
dominate followed by some light citrus.

P1895

P2750
USA

WENTE MORNING FOG, CHARDONNAY, CALIFORNIA

Fruit driven Chardonnay, clean and fresh with just a
touch of barrel.

P1725

Red Wines
These wines are carefully selected & handpicked from one of the most prominent regions in Spain which is RIOJA.
Located in the north of the Iberian Peninsula, this region is well known for its wines from more than 600 wineries.
Here at Las Flores, we bring you labels where you can have never-ending wine tasting possibilities. Salud!
RIOJA BERONIA CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, MAZUELO
Red fruits, medium bodied, lovely texture and
balance.

P1100

RIOJA BERONIA RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO, MAZUELO, GRACIANO
Intense Rioja with great spiced nose, great
complexity in the mouth and very long finish.

P1800

ARTADI, TEMPRANILLO

BERONIA GRAN RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO

P1995

P2950

Beautiful red fruit for a modern Rioja, straight
forward tempranillo.

Elegant, subtle and complex Rioja. French oak well
integrated with the powerful fruit.

VINA POMAL RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO

LA LOCOMOTORA CRIANZA, FINCA ALLENDE

P400 / P1995

P1995

While featuring tobacco and wild berry aromas, its
freshness and mineral qualities mix resulting in a
surprising wine.

Violets on the nose, figs and liquorice. Toasted notes
with good acidity and well structured Rioja aged in
French barrels for a year.

LA VILACANDA GRAN RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO,
BODEGAS BILBANIAS

CUNE IMPERIAL RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA,
MAZUELO, CVNE

P5995

P4750

Intense colour with great elegance and intensity.
Predominate ripe black fruit, balsamic notes.
Considerable body, buttery and balanced on the
palate. Persistent and complex.

Deep cherry colour with shades of shiny red. To the
nose, aromas of berries and liquorice balanced by
hints of clove, rosemary, thyme and tobacco leaves
coming from the oak cask ageing.

inclusive of vat, subject to
10% service charge

Red Wines
RIOJA LA VENDIMIA, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, ALVARO PALACIOS
Attractive dark ruby color, intense bouquet of fruits
that open out with very refined oak.

P1595

RIOJA

LAN CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, BODEGAS LAN

Brilliant red cherry with violet hues, elegant aging
aromas with hints of fruits.

P1575

THE INVISIBLE MAN, TEMPRANILLO

VINA BOSCONIA, TEMPRANILLO

P1995

P3950

The perfect combination between modernity and
tradition, fruit and wood. Sweet, sensual, elegant.
Aromas of wild fruits, raspberry, cocoa, candy.

Fruity and intense yet finesse and subtlety. Fullbodied and rich but very polished and refined full of
rich fruit flavours.

CUNE CRIANZA, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA TINTA, MAZUELO,
CVNE

LZ, TEMPRANILLO, GRACIANO, GARNACHA,
TELMO RODRIGUEZ

P1475

P1850

Cherry and vanilla flavors mingle with leafy and spicy
details. Orange peel acidity, cedar and tobacco notes
give this a traditional accent.

LA EMPERATRIZ RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO, ALTA

Intense aroma of ripe fruits, black cherry,
blackcurrant and plum, together with the tertiary
aromas of oak ageing: cocoa, sweet spices. Smooth and
supple palette with mountain herbs and orange peel
notes coming to a long and lasting finish.

P2600

VINA ALBERDI RESERVA, TEMPRANILLO, ALTA

Bright, lively deep cherry red. Aromas of ripe red
berries, roasted coffee and caramel balsamic notes.
Well-balanced on the palate, with sweet tannins.

P2850

Fresh but concentrated, tight and unwooded, with
impeccable fruit-tannin-acid harmony. Red berry,
roasted meat, herb notes and blue-note Tempranillo.

CORRIENTE, TEMPRANILLO, GARNACHA, GRACIANO,
TELMO RODRIGUEZ

Medium intensity, slightly spicy and balsamic notes
with toasted nuts and vanilla on the nose. The end
is bitter, dry and medium-haul.

P1995

BODEGAS RODA SELA, TEMPRANILLO

It is ample, with sensations of well-ripened cherries.
Very good quality tannin.

P2995

Red Wines
Aside from the great Rioja selection that we have, we handpicked some wines that represents

other regions of Spain.
RIBERA HITO TINTO, TINTO FINO
Aromas of red and black fruit with spices and hints
DEL
cocoa and liquorice. Has a refreshing acidity and
DUERO of
ripe, sweet tannins.

RIBERA
DEL
DUERO

P395 / P1775

EMILIO MORO, TINTO FINO

With its intense hint of acidity, its richness of aromas
stand out: wood, black fruits, vanilla, and balsamic
notes.

P2995

VENTA LAS VACAS, TEMPRANILLO, BODEGAS VIZCARRA

FINCA RESALSO, TINTA FINA

P1995

P2130

A lively wine with a floral and fruit-forward
character, with well-integrated wood.

ALION VEGA SICILIA, TEMPRANILLO

The fruit is quite bold, with some fragments cherry
and event floral nuances. The palate has beautiful
sweet and ripe.

P7800

CORIMBO, TEMPRANILLO, LA HORRA

Fresh and fruity flavor with an expressive nose of
caramelized citrus, red fruits and aromatic herbs.
Palate is very rich and intense with vanilla, cloves,
pepper and tobacco leaf mingling with strawberry,
cranberry and orange zest.

P3250

Deep garnet red touches of mulberry, liquorice, tasty
and mature tanins.

TORO

MATSU EL PICARO, TINTA DE TORO, TEMPRANILLO

It has an intense aroma, perceived as a wine with
body; though at the same time it leaves pleasant
lickerish sensations.

P1250

TESO LA MONJA ROMANICO, TEMPRANILLO

Young vines, youthful cherry and blackberry notes,
roasted herbs, creamy baking spices, woodfire smoke.

P1695

MATSU EL VIEJO, TINTA DE TORO, TEMPRANILLO

Very intense nose, corpulent in the mouth, round
tannins, long aftertaste.

P4950
inclusive of vat, subject to 10% service charge

Red Wines
JUMILLA HONORO VERA, MONASTRELL

Quite aromatic and high concentration of fruit.
It shows a medium body together with notes of
underbrush, minerals & blueberry.

P995

CASA CASTILLO, MONASTRELL

Cherry red with a purple rim. Intense aromas of
red fruit with spicy and herbal notes. Elegant and
structured. Fruity and embracing. Tannins are well
integrated. Long finish.

P2300

COMOLOCO, MONASTRELL

Young wine, clean and bright, fruity on the nose
with floral aromas and balsamic notes. Smooth and
persistent finish.

P1250

EL MOLAR, GARNACHA, CASTILLA–LA MANCHA

Rich and aromatic, a little intoxicating, with aromas
of dry flowers and a touch of aromatic herbs. Palate
shows ultra fine tannins and very good balance.

P3375

GALICIA GABA DO XIL, MENCIA, TELMO RODRIGUEZ, VALDEORRAS

Highly fragrant and floral, with dried herbs, violets
and caponata-like pepperiness inflecting red fruits.
Smoky meatiness, gentle fruit tannin and a long
herb/acid tang finish. Mid-weight,delicious and very
stylish wine.

P450 / P2150

BIERZO PETIT PITTACUM, MENCIA

Young mencia starts out aggressive and jammysmelling before displaying a rubbery, cheek-grabbing
mouthfeel, flavor of foxy plum and raspberry are
good and fruity. Plum, latex and medical notes work
the finish on the fruit-forward wine.

P1495

MARTIN CODAX CUATRO PASOS, MENCIA

Red fruit notes, plum and a floral touch of violets
with a balanced fruity aftertaste.

P1050

CATALUNYA L’EQUILIBRISTA, SYRAH, GARNACHA, SAMSO, CA N’ESTRUC
Focused and bright, red cherry and blackberry fruit
aromas with touches of coffee and mocha. Palate
is complex with wild cherry and bramble fruit
characters, savoury notes, balancing acidity and
spicy warmth. Intense, structured and generous
with a long finish.

P3995

Red Wines
SOMONTANO VINAS DEL VERO LUCES, TEMPRANILLO, SYRAH,
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

Aroma of wild berries and violets minerals and
balsamic on the nose. Well balanced and long finish.

VALENCIA SETZE GALLETS, GARNACHA, MONASTRELL,
CELLER DEL ROURE

Red fruits and blackberry, balanced acidity with
creamy and round tannins.

P325 / P975

P1400

LA MIRANDA DE SECASTILLA, GARNACHA, SYRAH,
PARRALETA

LES ALCUSSES, MONASTRELL, GARNACHA TINTORERA,
CABERNET SAUVIGNON, SYRAH

Aromas of ripe black plum, cocoa, and licorice. In
the mouth it is broad with polished tannin and an
intense step that finishes in a long, pleasant end.

Aromas of black and red fruit spicy notes on the
nose. Light vegetation, balsamic and soft toasted
notes. Good acidity and tannins, nice and ripe. Long
finish with fruity sensations and roasted aftertaste.

P1250
PRIORAT

MAQUINON, GARNACHA NEGRA

Intense nose with hints of exotic oriental spices.
Candied fruit and memories of Mocca.

P470 / P2100
MADRID

P2350
ALICANTE

P395 / P1625

Attractive and original. Perfumed with a wild red
berries, some vegetal and purple flower notes. Fluid
on the palate with slightly earthy tannins that gives
volume. Light, fresh and mineral wine.

P2995

AL MUVEDRE, MONASTRELL

Crimson with purple hues, good aromatic intensity
on the nose. It is fruity with notes of coffee and
toast, while the palate shows balance, sweet and
good acidity.

EL HOMBRE BALA, GARNACHA

NAVARRA

EL BOLIDO, GARNACHA

Clean, bright wine. Very fresh and fruity on the
nose, a sound wine with very good intensity, sweet
red cherry and flower notes. Has a fresh attack
on the palate; pleasant and agile mid-palate. Low
tannin content, providing freshness and harmony.

P1295
inclusive of vat, subject to 10% service charge

Red Wines
Let us take you for a wine-derful experience as we take you to different countries around the world
with premium wines carefully selected by our team!
CHILE VERAMONTE CARMENERE, COLCHAGUA VALLEY

ARGENTINA SEPTIMA, MALBEC, MENDOZA VALLEY

An elegant fusion of soft plum, blackberry and
rosemary notes with hints of pepper.

Aged for 6 months for a perfect balance and delicate
tannins. Cherry, toasty and vanilla notes.

P1995

P1450

VERAMONTE CABERNET SAUVIGNON, COLCHAGUA VALLEY

SALENTEIN RESERVA, MALBEC, MENDOZA VALLEY

P1995

P1975

Intense purplish red color, blueberry and vanilla
notes, tobacco and silky in the mouth.

Aromas of ripe black fruit and black pepper with
cassis flavors, hints of spice. A long velvety finish.

USA

RAMSAY, PINOT NOIR, CALIFORNIA

Dry, full bodied, has strong tannins and extended
length. The flavors are dominated by strawberry,
blackberry and a bit of cherry with a hint of toast.

P2450

FRANCE

COLOMBELLE ROUGE, MERLOT, TANNAT, CABERNET
SAUVIGNON, COTES DE GASCOGNE

Aromas of black currant, plum, and hints of licorice.
Round, silky in the mouth with fresh, fruity finish.

P1100

USSEGLIO CHATEAUNEUF, GARNACHA, SYRAH, CINSAULT,
MOURVEDRE, CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE, SOUTHERN RHONE

Dark garnet in color. Complex aromas of mushroom,
earth, licorice, smoke and blackberries. Full bodied
and great structure with more of the licorice and
blackberries on the palate, accentuated by a subtle
acidity. Good finish.

P6900

Red Wines
NEW
TE MATA ESTATE VINEYARDS, SYRAH, HAWKES BAY
ZEALAND Rich, sweet flavors of ripe berries with raspberry

notes. Florals, spices emerge; enlivened with acidity.

P2125

FELTON ROAD BLOCK 3, PINOT NOIR, BANNOCKBURN,
CENTRAL OTAGO

Opening notes of Indian spice and dried herbs with
ripe dark fruits. In the mouth it’s opulent and
profound: palate is staggering.

P6250

AUSTRALIA BENCHMARK, SHIRAZ

The highly perfumed smell is dominated by aromas
of ripe plum and is supported by sweet spices and
vanilla. The palate is juicy with choco mint flavors
enhancing the dark fruits.

P1195

THE MAITRE D’, CABERNET SAUVIGNON, MOLLYDOOKER
WINES, MCLAREN VALE

Notes of cherry, strawberry and blackcurrant with
a lingering aftertaste of intense fresh plum, spice.

P5350

Get 20% off on
wine bottles
Daily, 3:00 to 6:30pm

